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Snow Hill Elementary School
Snow Hill Elementary is a Pre-K to 3rd Grade school that builds on the
strengths, talents, and resources of students, educators, and the community,
while providing a safe and positive learning environment for all students. At
SHES, all students are encouraged to develop emotionally, intellectually,
socially, and physically. Snow Hill Elementary offers a dynamic and
continuously evolving curriculum that encourages the respect of individual
differences and the development of life-long learning skills to promote success
in an ever-changing society. SHES is a Professional Development School (PDS)
and was named a Maryland Blue Ribbon School as well as a National BlueRibbon School of Excellence.
Snow Hill Elementary School Motto: Learning and Growing Together
Snow Hill Elementary School’s Vision: All Snow Hill Elementary School
students will be nurtured to develop the foundations to become successful lifelong learners empowered to embrace the future and contribute positively to
their families, friends, schools, and communities.
Snow Hill Elementary School’s Mission: The mission of Snow Hill
Elementary School is to cultivate a safe, student-centered, educational
environment in which our diverse community of learners develops positive
relationships and is prepared for an ever-changing world.
Snow Hill Elementary School Pledge/Eagle Way:
Learn and Grow everyday
Be Safe in work and play.
Be Kind is what you do and say.
Show Respect the Eagle Way.
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Snow Hill Elementary School Goals:
Goal 1: Academic Achievement – Every student will be academically
successful and experience continuous growth engaging in a rigorous
instructional program preparing them for a competitive, culturally diverse
world.
Goal 2: Communication and Collaboration- Through collaborative
relationships, staff, families, and our community will experience timely and
honest communication about district initiatives, activities and performance.
Goal 3: School Safety –SHES will be a safe and secure learning environment
that creates and maintains a culture of respect and positivity with the intention
of promoting the well-being of every student.
Goal 4: Organizational Effectiveness- At SHES, we will maximize
organizational effectiveness through professional learning, continuous growth
and participative leadership while maintaining integrity, transparency and a
commitment to professionalism.
Snow Hill Elementary School receives Title I funding to ensure all students
receive a high-quality education. Title I funding provides supplemental
materials of instruction, salaries for resource and coaching positions,
Professional Development for teachers and educational assistants,
opportunities for parents and families to be engaged in their child’s education,
and resources, manipulatives, literature, and “take-aways” to promote learning
at home.
At Snow Hill Elementary School, our monies are responsible for the placements
of Literacy Instructional Coaches, a Math Coach, and a Reading Resource
Teacher. We take pride in offering programs that have been researched and
proven to make a profound impact on student achievement. Current
curriculum includes Origo 2.0, American Reading Company’s 100 Book
Challenge and Intervention Tool Kits, Lucy Calkin’s Units of Study, and Wilson
Fundations.
Title I also supplies our school with materials necessary to collaborate with
parents during our Title I Parent and Family Engagement events held
throughout the school year. In addition, a Parent and Family Advisory
Committee (PAC) meets throughout the school year to guide and plan events
like our Back to School Virtual Bash, our One School One Book schoolwide
book club, and other academic themed Parent and Family Engagement events
that aligned with our Comprehensive Needs Assessment and School
Improvement Goals.
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As a Title I school, parents and family members have the right to request
information regarding the professional qualifications of their child’s teacher,
and of paraprofessionals who provide instructional services to their children.
Profile of a SHES Graduate:
Snow Hill Elementary School provides a nurturing and structured academic
environment for students ages three to third grade. During a Snow Hill
Elementary School student’s educational experience, highly qualified faculty
and staff partner with members of our community to ensure a solid foundation
that meets academic, behavioral, emotional, and social needs.
Through collaboration between the school, families, and community, SHES
students demonstrate high academic achievement, character, and the
respectful behavior and work ethic desired of a productive citizen.
A Snow Hill Elementary School graduate will develop skills in the following
areas:
Academics:
• Recognize the importance of life-long learning by “learning and growing
every day.”
• Achieve academic proficiency in reading, writing, mathematics, scientific
inquiry, geography, historical and current events
Character:
•

Demonstrate the Eagle Way by:
o Accepting responsibility for their own behavior and treating others
in a way that is kind and respectful.
o Practicing safe behaviors towards self and others
o Developing an appreciation of the visual, performing, and creative
arts
o Appreciating the value of good citizenship and the principals of
democracy

Technology:
• Develop proficiency in using technology as a means for locating,
evaluating, and presenting information
• Utilize technology in a safe way to collaborate, problem solve, and think
critically in order to foster skills to be successful in the global and
technology–saturated word of their future
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Title 1 Components

Location in Four Components:

1.) Comprehensive Needs Assessment of
the entire school that takes into
account information on the academic
achievement of children in relation to
the challenging State academic
standards, particularly the needs of
children who are failing, or at risk of
failing, to meet the challenging State
academic standards and any other
factors as determined by the local
educational agency [1114(b)(6)]

Pages 7-58 of Component 1 Document

2.) School-wide reform strategies
(1114(b)(7)(A)(i))

Pages 1-61 of Component 2 Document

3.) A. Parent, Family, and Stakeholder
Engagement 1114(b)(2) B. Strategies
to Increase Parent and Family
Engagement (Section 1116)

Pages 1-113 of Component 3 Document

4.) Coordination and Integration of
Federal, State, and local services and
programs (Section 111(d).1114(b)(5))

Pages 1-8 of Component 4 Document

Appendix:
• Title I Brochure
• Executive Summary
• Judy Center Steering Committee Meeting Documents
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Component 1:
Comprehensive Needs
Assessment
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Component 1: Comprehensive Needs Assessment
School Snapshot:
Snow Hill Elementary School is a Professional Development School (PDS) and
was named a Maryland Blue Ribbon School as well as a National Blue-Ribbon
School of Excellence.
Snow Hill Elementary School is nestled within the rural landscape of Snow Hill,
Maryland surrounded by farmland, small businesses, and residential
communities. Our school serves the town of Snow Hill, Maryland as well as the
surrounding areas of central Worcester County. This elementary school serves
apx. 324 students ranging in age from three to nine years old, in grades PreK-3
through 3rd. Our school population is made up of Caucasian students, 26%
African American students, 6% Hispanic students, and 8% Multi-Racial
students. 54% of our students receive Free and Reduced Meals. 1% of our
students are LEP, and students with Individualized Education Plans make up
11% of our population. Our overall student attendance rate for the 2019-2020
school year was 94%. Snow Hill Elementary School is a Positive Behavior
Intervention and Supports (PBIS) school. Snow Hill Elementary families are
actively engaged in support of our school through Title I sponsored Parent and
Family Engagement events, Parent Advisory Committee Meetings (PAC), School
Improvement Advisory Meetings (SIAC), school committee meetings, Judy
Center events, and parent-teacher conferences.
Snow Hill Elementary has a highly qualified faculty and staff that includes
school-based administration, teachers, coaches, and educational assistants.
The administration team is composed of Mrs. Karen Marx, Principal, and Mrs.
Erica Matlock, Assistant Principal. The administrators, in collaboration with
Mrs. LaVerne Cray, School Counselor and Ms. Kristina Belcher, CRT/Title I
Specialist make up the school-based Leadership Team.
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All teachers at Snow Hill Elementary School have a state certified teacher’s
license and have taken all exams required for their area of expertise. At SHES,
we have nineteen general education classroom teachers, in grades PreK-3,
along with four Special Education teachers, a Reading Resource teacher, a
Math Interventionist, a Curriculum Resource Teacher, a Literacy Coach, a
Math Coach, and a certified school counselor. Educational Assistants offer
support. In addition, a music teacher, physical education teacher, media
specialist and art teacher help to make the learning experiences within the
school varied and rich. To meet the needs of all learners, All Snow Hill
Elementary School faculty undergo a three-year observation cycle using the 5Dimensions of Learning Model in order to consistently improve their practice.
Snow Hill Elementary school also has an ESOL teacher, a Speech/ Language
Pathologist, an Occupational Therapist, and a School Psychologist.

Data-Based Instructional Decisions:
Assessments are a crucial part of curriculum development at Snow Hill
Elementary School. Under normal circumstances, local, school, and state
assessment data is disaggregated, analyzed, and reflected upon by our School
Improvement Team, our School Improvement Literacy and Math Project Teams,
Professional Development opportunities, vertical articulation, grade level
Professional Learning Community (PLC) meetings, and grade level collaborative
planning. These rich opportunities provide time for educational leaders and
classroom and special education teachers to dive into assessment data together
to drive instructional planning and decision making. Formative and summative
data is also reviewed and reflected upon to address specific student group
needs as well as to identify advanced and at-risk students in order to develop
individual learning plans as well as each student’s specific areas of strengths
and weaknesses during these data dive opportunities as identified through our
Comprehensive Needs Assessment. Unfortunately, due to the global pandemic,
Worcester County students did not participate in the MCAP assessment and
other formal assessments such as the spring iReady diagnostic and county
math and reading benchmarks. As a result, the most recent formal data we
have to analyze is the 2018-2019 MCAP assessment.
The School Improvement Math and Literacy Project Teams meet every other
month in order to disaggregate data and make schoolwide decisions to impact
the School Improvement Plan. In addition, all classroom teachers and special
education teachers participate in three PLCs a week. These PLCs are centered
around Administrative Issues, Behavior, Math, and Literacy. In these PLCs,
grade level teachers collaborate with administration, the school counselor, the
Reading Resource Teacher, the Instructional Math Coach, the Literacy Coach,
and the Curriculum Resource Teacher as well as other Worcester County
partners as necessary. Through PLCs and Professional Development
opportunities, summative data is thoughtfully analyzed and provides a
“snapshot of a moment in time” of what students have achieved academically.
Formative assessments are also analyzed in order to evaluate student learning
in the present moment in order to drive instruction and provide supports as
needed since instruction is an ongoing process.
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All Snow Hill Elementary students receive Core instruction that aligns with
Maryland College and Career Readiness (MCCRS) and Next Generation Science
Standards. However, some receive more targeted instruction relative to their
specific needs. During PLC time, opportunities for Professional Development,
vertical articulation, and grade level collaborative planning continually occur.
Formative and summative assessment data is analyzed for teachers to identify
students with particular learning needs in order to develop individual learning
plans, enrichment activities, and/or interventions. A Tier 1 student receives
Core instruction, a Tier 2 student receives Core + more instruction, and a Tier
3 student receives Core + more + more instruction. For students requiring
specialized instruction, our inclusion classes offer the instructional expertise of

a classroom teacher, a special educator, and related service personnel as
needed.
In addition, a continual monitoring process identifies students struggling
academically through the Response to Intervention (RtI) process where
individual student plans are developed, documented, discussed, and regularly
updated. The SHES RtI Process is further explained in Component 2.
The SHES Leadership team continuously analyzes data to identify school
trends and areas of need in order to develop and implement the School
Improvement Plan as well as to provide Professional Development to faculty
and staff that is relevant, authentic, and meaningful.
The Covid-19 Pandemic has provided some challenges that have made the
2020-2021 school year operate in a unique way; however, analyzing formal and
informal data remains at the forefront of our practice to drive instruction in a
relevant and meaningful way.
Root Causes and Considerations:
Research shows that poverty is “toxic” to the young child’s brain;
unfortunately, generational poverty effects many of our students and serves as
the root cause of most of our challenges both behaviorally and academically. At
Snow Hill Elementary School, approximately 54% of our students live in
poverty, and many of them do not have the supports at home that “level the
playing field” for academic success. This is what qualifies Snow Hill Elementary
School as a Title I funded school. Free and Reduced Meal programs, including
free breakfast in the classroom provide our students with basic needs that
positively impact learning.
Social-emotional wellness is a staple in our school philosophy. Meeting the
diverse learning needs of each and every student in our care is our goal. The
developing brains of our children living in poverty are negatively influenced by
environmental depravity of basic needs, cognitive stimulation, and emotional
support in their home lives. Therefore, in addition to providing our students
with physical nourishment, our students benefit from a community
partnership including families and community members, administrators, our
school counselor, the Worcester County Health Department, the county Early
Childhood Behavioral Health Coach, the county Student Service Specialist, a
school psychologist, the CARE Academy, Haven House, classroom teachers,
special education teachers, educational assistants, cafeteria staff, and
custodial staff who work collaboratively in order to feed their emotional
wellbeing and mental health. Our School Safety Project Team consistently
works to develop action steps related to our School Improvement Plan Goals in
this area.
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In addition, our on-site Judy Center partners establish home/school family
relationships and provide services to students ages birth-5 and their families.
The county Student Service Specialist partners with our school to ensure
students are attending school regularly and has provided professional
development to teachers on Time to Teach strategies as well as Implicit Bias
and Culturally Responsive Behaviors and Interventions. The Worcester County
Behavior Specialist has provided professional development to teachers and
educational assistants in SEFEL and De-Escalation Strategies. The Worcester
County Behavior Coach provided professional development to faculty and
educational assistants on behavior strategies for Tier 2 and 3 students. We also
plan to provide a part two of the De-Escalating Behaviors professional
development for teachers and educational assistants. Our Special Education
teachers and Related Service Providers work to meet the needs of exceptional
learners, and English Language Learner support services address the needs of
our non-native English speakers.
Our teachers are supported in meeting individual student learning needs
through content area expertise of our Literacy and Math Instructional Coaches
who lead weekly PLCs and collaborate with teachers through instructional
cycles that include a variety of carefully developed ongoing formative
assessments. Our Reading Resource teacher also provides valuable assistance
to teachers through enrichment opportunities as well as Intervention supports.
Ongoing Professional Development from Instructional Coaches and consultants
also continue to build teacher capacity.
In addition, our PreK through first grade students receive after school academic
support through Haven House, and our second and third grade students are
invited to attend a variety of after school academies through our CARE
Academy, such as Reader’s Workshop, Book Club, Design Engineering, Fall
Sports, Reading and Math All Stars, and STEM themed activities. This oncampus after school CARE academy is funded by the 21st Century Grant.
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School Climate and Culture:
At Snow Hill Elementary School, our goal is to provide our students with a safe,
nurturing, academically challenging, and future-inspired learning environment
each and every day in order to best meet their individual academic needs. Our
School Improvement Team and School Safety Project Team consistently review,
reflect, and revise instructional decisions and action plan steps based upon the
feedback that we gather from students’ perceptions of the climate and culture
of our school. Worcester County students in grade 3 were surveyed on Social
and Emotional Learning and School Climate through a digital platform called
Panorama. The results from the Winter administration indicate similar positive
results when compared to the district as a whole. Unfortunately, due to Covid19, we were unable to administer the Panorama survey in the Spring and Fall
of 2020. The most recent data that we have is from the Winter 2020
administration of the survey and is as follows:
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This data from the Panorama survey will be reviewed and analyzed by the Snow
Hill Elementary School leadership team and will be shared with faculty as well
as with family and community members during Admin PLCs and School
Improvement Advisory Committee meetings (SIAC). The results of these surveys
yield important information about our school culture and climate that directly
relate to our School Safety goals in our School Improvement Plan. The School
Safety Project Team and PBIS Team will use this data to help plan guidance
lessons and POP lessons which are action steps in our School Improvement
Plan.
School-Family Communication of Student Performance:
Snow Hill Elementary School data is presented to parents through multiple
avenues including during School Improvement Advisory Committee (SIAC)
Meetings, the Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) Meetings, and Title I Annual
Review Meetings. Opportunities to share input are extended to parents during
each of these meetings. Two Snow Hill Elementary school parents are also
members of the Worcester County District Title I Committee and work at the
district level on Title I and Parent Engagement goals. Student-specific
summative assessment data obtained from i-Ready Diagnostic Assessments,
Kindergarten Readiness Assessments (KRA) – which was not administered this
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fall, DIBLES, High Leverage Assessments (HLA), county interim assessments
that are developed by an outside agency with alignment to MCAP and Maryland
College and Career Readiness Standards (MCCRS), pre-test/post-test unit
assessments and classroom formative assessments are shared with parents
during Parent Conferences under normal circumstances. Teachers discuss
assessment results and suggest strategies and techniques that parents can
utilize at home in support of their child’s growth in identified areas of
improvement throughout the school year. Providing avenues for supporting the
learning experience at home is a major focus of the Communication and
Collaboration Project Team.
Effectiveness of SHES School-Home Communication
Worcester County Public Schools conducted an evidence-based SCOPES
Communication Survey with families in the Spring of 2018. This survey is
administered every four years. This survey provides valuable information
regarding parents and guardians’ perspectives toward communication from
Snow Hill Elementary School in general, as well as, specific communication
avenues used by their child’s teacher. Communication attempts are measured
in several areas including homework, assessment results, extracurricular
activities, school safety, academic programs, discipline, district and teacher
success, and opportunities extended to enable parents to become more actively
engaged and empowered to support their child’s learning. This data is reviewed
and discussed among the Leadership Team, SHES faculty, and family and
community partners. The Communications and Collaboration Project Team
reviews survey feedback and inputs necessary updates into the charter.
2018 Worcester County Public Schools SCOPE Survey (Parents)
School: Snow Hill Elementary School
COMMUNICATION FROM YOUR CHILD’S SCHOOL
Please rank how much you currently rely on the following communications
from your child’s school.
SCALE: 5: Always 4: Almost Always 3: Regularly 2: Occasionally 1: Never 0: Not Applicable
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Please indicate how much you agree with each of the following statements:
SCALE: 5: Always 4: Almost Always 3: Regularly 2: Occasionally 1: Never 0: Not Applicable

COMMUNICATION FROM YOUR CHILD’S TEACHER
Please rank how much you currently rely on the following communication from
your child’s teacher.
SCALE: 5: Always 4: Almost Always 3: Regularly 2: Occasionally 1: Never 0: Not Applicable

Please indicate how much you agree with each of the following statements:
SCALE: 5: Always 4: Almost Always 3: Regularly 2: Occasionally 1: Never 0: Not Applicable
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QUALITY OF COMMUNICATION IN KEY AREAS
Please rate your level of satisfaction with the quality of the communications in
each area:
SCALE: 5: Always 4: Almost Always 3: Regularly 2: Occasionally 1: Never 0: Not Applicable

PERSONALIZED AND TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION
Please indicate how much you agree with each of the following statements:
SCALE: 5: Always 4: Almost Always 3: Regularly 2: Occasionally 1: Never 0: Not Applicable
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OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMUNICATION
Please indicate how much you agree with each of the following statements:
SCALE: 5: Always 4: Almost Always 3: Regularly 2: Occasionally 1: Never 0: Not Applicable

According to the survey data, 81.4% of respondents indicated satisfaction
regarding communication about ways to support learning at home; 81.3%
indicated satisfaction about communication regarding the quality of
instructional and faculty success; and 81.3% indicated satisfaction about
academic programs and expectations. As a result, our Communication and
Collaboration School Improvement team is continuing to explore areas for
improvement including a continued schoolwide implementation of Class Dojo,
Schoology, Weekly communication through the Eagle Express, our website, our
Title I bulletin board, backpack mail, Parent Engagement events held on
campus and within the community, and parent and family surveys. More data
and information can be found in the Communication and Collaboration School
Improvement team action steps under Goal 2 of our School Improvement Plan.
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Title I Parent and Family Survey
Each year parents, families, and guardians are provided with opportunities to
share feedback and provide input into Title I documents such as the Snow Hill
Elementary School Parent and Family Engagement Plan, the Snow Hill
Elementary School Compact, the Parent and Family Engagement Budget, and
the Materials of Instruction Budget. These documents are shared with families
in multiple ways including our school website, the Parent and Family
Handbook, backpack mail, reviewing and signing the Compact twice in a school
year and through an annual survey posted on our school website. This year 22
families responded, and results from this survey are as follows:
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In addition, multiple Snow Hill Elementary School family surveys have provided
valuable quantitative and qualitative data and insight into family perceptions
about school communication and the effectiveness of Title I funded Parent and
Family Engagement events including information such as: SHES families are
mostly motivated to attend school events that provide information about what
their child is learning and that provides resources and “take-aways” that they
can use with their child at home; evening events were preferred by 60% of the
respondents; and that “backpack mail” and Class DoJo are the preferred
method of communication between home and school. See surveys in
Component 3A: Parent, Family, and Stakeholder Involvement.
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These surveys, in addition to the evaluations provided at each Parent and
Family Engagement event, are analyzed by the Communication and
Collaboration Project Team members throughout the school year and shared
with faculty. They were also reviewed at our July Parent and Family Advisory
Committee meeting.
Review/Reflection of Student Behavioral Maturity/Discipline Data
Snow Hill Elementary School implements both the Positive Behavior
Intervention and Supports (PBIS) and the Social Emotional Foundation for
Early Learners (SEFEL) frameworks. The SEFEL program is designed to help
Early Childhood Learners in grades PreK through Grade 1 to recognize their
emotions and to develop calming strategies they can use to respond to
situations of anger, fear, and anxiety. PBIS empowers elementary school
students to demonstrate ownership of their decisions and behaviors and
recognize their positive choices. School-wide discipline and behavioral
infraction data (as indicated in the SWIS Behavioral Infraction Chart shown
below) is reviewed and discussed monthly by the School Leadership Team,
Grade Level PLCs, and the PBIS Team. See a full copy of the PBIS Plan in
Component 2. The Snow Hill Elementary School Safety Project Team uses this
data to develop Goals for School Improvement. This year the School Safety
Team’s goals are:
•

•

At Snow Hill Elementary School, all teachers will follow and communicate Tier I school-wide
behavioral expectations. Our efforts will be measured by 100% of teachers participating in ACES
training and by 80% or more Snow Hill Elementary students achieving eligibility for the monthly
PBIS incentives.
At Snow Hill Elementary School, we will increase attendance (student who are present F2F and
virtual). 80% of our K-3 students will achieve 90% (or higher) attendance by the end of the 20202021 SY.

Due to Covid-19 our SWIS data does not reflect behavior infractions from a
typical school year. As indicated in the SWIS Behavioral Infraction Chart below,
most infractions appear to occur with male, Caucasian students within the
classroom.
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Ongoing Review/Reflection of Disaggregated Data
Student data is disaggregated and reviewed regularly throughout each school
year formally through our School Improvement Literacy and Math Project
Teams, as well as during Grade Level Professional Learning Community (PLC)
Meetings. The i-Ready universal screening assessment is typically administered
three times a year as a means of the academic progress monitoring of students
in Grades 1-3 (Kindergarten takes the math diagnostic only). Results of this
data is reviewed by Leadership, School Improvement Teams, and through grade
level PLCs. Evidence-based interventions and activities to address Tier I, II, and
III instruction are outlined in our School Improvement Projects.
Parent and Family Engagement Opportunities and Empowerment
Snow Hill Elementary School’s Communication and Collaboration Project Team
develops, implements, and reviews Parent and Family Engagement Events,
activities, workshops, and opportunities to assist parents in becoming actively
engaged and build capacity to support their child’s academic success. Through
our Parent Advisory Committee (PAC), Title I Annual Review, and School
Improvement Advisory Committee (SIAC) Meetings, Snow Hill Elementary
School works collaboratively with school stakeholders to develop a schoolbased Title I Parent and Family Engagement Plan, Parent and Family
Engagement Budget, Compact, MOI Budget and Communication and
Collaboration Project Team Action Steps. These partnerships empower all
families to actively provide input and communicate with faculty and staff to
ensure that their children are provided with a rigorous academic experience
that can be effectively supported at home.
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SHES Data Overview for 2020-2021:
The 2020-2021Comprehensive Needs Assessment at Snow Hill Elementary
School is based upon data from the MCAP assessment administered in April of
2019 and the i-Ready Universal Screening Diagnostic administered in
October/November of 2020. Disaggregated assessment data is carefully
analyzed to identify student strengths, as well as, areas of significant challenge
across all subgroups in order to determine school wide academic needs. School
data is made available to parents during Title I Annual Review meetings,
School Improvement Advisory Committee (SIAC) meetings, Schoology,
ClassDojo, our school website, and Parent and Family Advisory Committee
(PAC) meetings. Individual student data is available to parents during
Parent/Teacher conferences, and per request.
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Student Math Performance Data
The data charts which follow will provide a summary of student performance
on the spring 2019 Maryland Comprehensive Assessment Program (MCAP)
assessment. Students who are meeting or exceeding grade level expectations
are identified as performing at a 4 or 5.
The first data table entitled, “School Performance Level Summary,” indicates
that in the area of Mathematics, 46 out of 81, or 56.8%, of third grade students
at SHES met or exceeded expectations. This is an 8% growth when compared
to the previous year’s PARCC assessment (2018). SHES’s 2019 Math MCAP
scores indicated an increase in Male, Caucasian, SPED, and FARMS subgroups
as compared with the previous year's scores, and SHES students outperformed
the state in almost all domains. However, amidst these celebrations, there is
additional growth to make, especially within our FARMS student group, African
American students, and students who receive Individualized Education Plans
(IEPs).
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Table 1: School Performance Level Summary- Math
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Table 1: School Performance Level Summary- Math (Page 2)
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The second data table entitled, “Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Annual
Growth by Subgroups,” includes our goals for growth as outlined in the Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). This table specifies the amount of growth that
each of our subgroups are required to attain annually in order to achieve for
the goal of 2030. This information is shared during our School Improvement
Team summer meeting, as well as, with grade level teachers at the Opening
Meeting when the school year begins. This information is reviewed and
reflected upon by the Math Project Team as well as upon by grade level
communities throughout the year, as formative and summative assessment
information is discussed and instructional decisions are made during PLC
meetings.
Table 2: Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Annual Growth by Student
Groups
Snow Hill Elementary School: MCAP Trajectory to 2030
The following tables outline our goals for growth as determined by the Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA):
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The third data table, “Student Roster,” indicates effective MCAP performance
in both major and supporting content. Taking a closer look at overall
performance using the Student Roster report, although Snow Hill Elementary
School outperformed the state average, it is evident that all aspects of
Mathematics instruction need to be a focus for the 2019-2020 school year.
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i-Ready Universal Screening Diagnostic Assessment (Math)
The i-Ready universal screening assessment is typically administered three
times annually as a means of the academic progress monitoring of students in
Grades K-3. Results of this data are reviewed following each administration by
our Leadership, School Improvement Project Teams, as well as our grade level
PLC’s. This year an i-Ready consultant provided professional development on
new features, reports, and scaffolding tools to help drive future instruction in a
meaningful way.
The i-Ready Diagnostic data presented in the fourth table entitled “Diagnostic
Results,” collected from October/November 2020, indicates that K through
third grade student Math performance finds that 24% of students are “on or
above grade level” (Tier I), 62% are “one grade level below” (Tier II), and 14% are
“two or more grade levels below” (Tier III). Over half of the students in grade
three are working within Tier II. With effective Tier I Core instruction, executing
components of the Origo 2.0 Math Program with fidelity, and daily use of Dr.
John Tapper’s Menu Math, students will be able to move forward in meeting or
exceeding grade level expectations.
Table 4: i-Ready Math Diagnostic Results
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The i-Ready data shared in the fifth, “Diagnostic Results by Grade Report”
table indicated similar challenges across grade levels in math domains
assessed: Numbers and Operations, Algebra and Algebraic Thinking,
Measurement and Data, and Geometry. There were 60% of students who
performed below grade level across math domain in Kindergarten, 86% of
students in grade one, 75% of students in grade two, and 83% in grade 3.
Table 5: i-Ready Math Diagnostic Results by Grade Report
Kindergarten:

Grade 1:

Grade 2:

Grade 3:
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Disaggregated data across subgroups is outlined in the final three math data
charts labeled, “Data Reporting Protocol by ESSA Student Groups
Assessment: i-Ready Diagnostic1 (SHES- Math.)” This information was
compiled from available i-Ready data “Needs Analysis” information and
provides student group specific performance information breakdown for grades
K-3 including gender, race/ethnicity, special education, and FARMS student
groups. These charts note that percentages represent “on or above” grade level
performance on the initial i-Ready Universal Diagnostic Assessment.
The disaggregated data is crucial to grade level instructional decision-making
regarding targeted instruction, next steps for students in Math Menu and
possible enrichment or referral for a clinical interview, math learning plan, or
other Tier 3 instructional strategies. Continued personalized student support is
necessary to address achievement gaps across Special Education, FARMS, and
African American student group populations.
Table 6: Data Reporting ESSA Student Groups
Data Reporting Protocol by ESSA Student Groups Assessment: i-Ready
Diagnostic 1 (Math)
School: Snow Hill Elementary School – Grade K (at or above grade level)
Count
Overall
Gender
Male - 31
Female - 29
Ethnicity
American Indian (1)
Asian (2 )
African American (3)- 17
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
(4)
White (5)- 35
Two or Mote (6)Educational Services
SPED- 7
FARMS- 38
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Percentage
60

40%

11
13

35%
45%

NA
NA
8
NA

NA
NA
47%
NA

14
NA

40%
NA

1
16

14%
42%

Data Reporting Protocol by ESSA Student Groups Assessment: i-Ready
Diagnostic 1 (Math)
School: Snow Hill Elementary School – Grade 1 (on or above grade level)
Count
Overall - 65
Gender
Male - 38
Female - 27
Ethnicity
American Indian (1)
Asian (2)
African American (3) 15
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
(4)
White (5)- 38
Two or Mote (6)
Hispanic (7)
Educational Services
SPED- 8
ELFARMS- 34
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Percentage
15%

5
5

13%
18%

NA
NA
1
NA

NA
NA
6%
NA

7
NA
NA

18%
NA
NA

1
NA
6

12%
NA
17%

Data Reporting Protocol by ESSA Student Groups Assessment: i-Ready
Diagnostic 1 (Math)
School: Snow Hill Elementary School – Grade 2 (on or above grade level)
Count
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Overall - 67
Gender
Male - 40
Female - 27
Ethnicity
American Indian (1)
Asian (2)
African American (3) - 19
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
(4)
White (5) - 38
Two or Mote (6)
Hispanic (7)
Educational Services
SPED- 5
FARMS- 36

Percentage
16

24%

10
6

25%
22%

NA
NA
6
NA

NA
NA
31%
NA

10
NA
NA

26%
NA
NA

0
9

0%
25%

Data Reporting Protocol by ESSA Student Groups Assessment: i-Ready
Diagnostic 1 (Math)
School: Snow Hill Elementary School – Grade 3 (on or above grade level)
Count
Overall - 51
Gender
Male - 22
Female - 29
Ethnicity
American Indian (1)
Asian (2)
African American (3) - 14
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
(4)
White (5) - 33
Two or Mote (6)
Hispanic (7)
Educational Services
SPEDFARMS- 29

Percentage
9

43%

3
6

14%
21%

NA
NA
1
NA

NA
NA
7%
NA

6
NA
NA

18%
NA
NA

NA
4

NA
14%

Mathematical Reflection
Mathematical Growth Areas:
After careful analysis of this data, it is difficult to pinpoint a significant area of
weakness, as the data indicates a need for improvement in all domains.
Therefore, building Math Fluency will be an area that, as a school, will be of
special emphasis. However, it is important to note that these scores are viewed
using the “Standard View” report which shows where students are expected to
be at the end of the school year; therefore, historically, this data will vastly
improve as new math concepts are taught throughout the school year.
Strategies for Mathematical Growth:
During the 2020-2021 school year, students will experience rigor, fluency, and
coherence through mathematics instruction including systematic instruction
with Origo 2.0 implemented with fidelity in order to address all areas of the
curriculum as well as a continued focus on vocabulary and written expression
to help with modeling and reasoning and securely held knowledge. Number
Talks in the classroom will allow students to have continued exposure to math
discourse and increased fluency, and a continued emphasis on Menu Math,
including “Read it, Represent it, Solve it” activities, will also be a priority to
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meet the needs of students in an effort to bring them to grade level. The
administration of High Leverage Assessments will also support and guide
instruction to determine the most important areas of need. High Leverage
Concepts are used to determine mastery of skills by the end of the school year,
and will be compared to iReady data to show the correlations with MCAP. The
Math School Improvement Project Team will also provide professional
development to the faculty based on analysis of school, local, and state data,
and an i-Ready consultant will provide Professional Development on diving into
the data to drive instruction to first through third grade teachers and Special
Education teachers after the administration of the first i-Ready diagnostic. The
ultimate goal is to provide powerful learning experiences to engage all students
in conceptual understanding of math skills and mastery of fluency in all
operations.
Snow Hill Elementary School teachers will participate in weekly grade-level
Professional Learning Communities to analyze student performance data
collected from summative and formative assessments. This data will include iReady, HLA, Origo Assessments Interim results, classroom assessments and
the On-Going Assessment Project (OGAP). During collaborative PLC meetings,
the Instructional Math Coach, members of the leadership team, classroom
teachers, and special education teachers will examine all student data as well
as data specific to student groups for trends over time, as well as, specific math
standards and domains with which students excel as well as struggle. The
Instructional Math Coach will work with teachers to plan, model, and co-teach
lessons targeting specific learning needs of students demonstrating decreased
or minimum growth in performance through differentiated instruction avenues
such as: iReady online Mathematics Instruction, Math Menu, flexible grouping,
Dreambox (an online math program that provides adaptive instruction in an
attempt to supplement classroom instruction), and strategies to engage and
scaffold learning opportunities in a motivational way. Designated PLC time
once a month will occur where teachers receive professional development on
ways to analyze the data from Dreambox to drive future instruction.
In addition to data analysis, teachers will use weekly PLC time to gain
professional development in ways to strengthen Tier I instruction, clarify the
demands of targeted instruction by analyzing specific math standards, clarify
and review Dr. John Tapper’s Math Menu, refine Math Number Talks, and
expand upon teacher ability to use common language for student work analysis
through the On-Going Assessment Project (OGAP). This year, programs such as
Do the Math and Bridges have been included in the curriculum to provide
intervention as well as instruction that is tailored to student individual
academic needs. These resources and strategies in addition to using OGAP
progressions to monitor student achievement will allow teachers to differentiate
instruction for students, as well as instruction specifically geared toward
student groups, in an attempt to close the achievement gaps and move them
forward with their mathematical development.
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At Snow Hill Elementary, all hands are always on deck! Therefore, educational
assistants will also be provided professional development including: how to
assist students during targeted instruction and how to encourage learning
risk-taking, perseverance in problem-solving and use of calming strategies
during potential episodes of student frustration.
Mathematic Based Strategies for Parents and Families:
Parent and Family Engagement events such as the Math Carnival Caravan will
provide families and students in grades PreK-3 to receive math manipulatives
as well as strategies and resources to enhance the learning experience at home.
In addition, school stakeholders can access resources and videos via our school
website to help them better understand math curriculum and strategies. MCAP
practice tests and weekly homework assignments for second and third graders
will also provide students with comfort and familiarity with the expectations of
state assessments.
Progress Monitoring of Growth:
During the 2020-2021 school year, our Instructional Math Coach will support
teachers with through weekly Math PLC meetings with grade level teams. Datadives and discussions will address ways in which instruction will be
personalized to address individual student learning needs both through
enrichment and intervention. As student learning becomes increasingly more
personalized, and the mathematical foundation strengthens for future learning,
we expect to see growth in achievement areas across all student groups.
Mathematical growth for kindergarten students will be identified, in part,
through the iReady diagnostic administered this year in the early fall. This
assessment provides teachers with valuable information regarding the
mathematical understanding of foundational skills that SHES early learners
have developed.
For students in grades one through three, growth in mathematics will be
measured three times a year through the i-Ready online platform. i-Ready is an
adaptive student assessment that is aligned with the Common Core Standards,
and has proven to be a predictor of student performance on state assessments
such as MCAP. Teachers have access to data that allows them to identify
critical areas of need as well as beyond grade level performance, both of which
will be addressed through differentiated instruction. Participating in i-Ready
online instruction provides students with access to personalized Mathematics
learning which is self-paced and customized based upon individual student
performance on the i-Ready Diagnostic. Therefore, this resource will also be
made available to SHES students as an instructional support. In addition,
professional development on using i-Ready data to drive instruction will be
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provided to first-third grade teachers by an i-Ready consultant after the first
administration of the diagnostic.
High Leverage Assessment Concepts will also be administered to identify that
students have mastered the minimum level of mathematical understanding for
grade level requirements. Teachers will use these to determine placement on
the Additive/Multiplicative/Fractional OGAP Framework.
Worcester County Public Schools Interim Assessments will evaluate Maryland
College and Career Readiness (MDCCR) Standards. The Interims will be
administered through an online platform, with results analyzed to determine
instructional groups requiring remediation for struggling learners or
enrichment for students demonstrating at or above grade level performance.
Due to Covid, these assessments have not yet occurred for SY 2020-2021;
however third grade teachers use the MCAP online Math practice assessments
in their instruction and assessment to prepare students for high stakes testing.
Continued Growth
Snow Hill Elementary School’s Comprehensive Needs Assessment drives the
School Improvement Process. Continued analysis of data is reviewed by
Academic Project Teams and is communicated to the faculty to strengthen
instruction that will benefit the specific learning needs of each and every
student in our care.
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Student English Language Arts Performance Data
The data charts which follow provide a summary of student performance on
the spring 2019 MCAP Assessment. Students who are meeting or exceeding
grade level expectations are identified as performing at a 4 or 5.
The first data table entitled “School Performance Level Summary” indicates
that in the area of English Language Arts, 43.8% of third graders at SHES met
or exceeded expectations. When comparing this data with the previous year’s
data, SHES students increased overall scores as well as scores in the
subgroups of Male, African American, SPED, and FARMS; however, there is
still work to do in effort to enhance ELA instruction.
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Table 1: School Performance Level Summary- ELA
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Table 1: School Performance Level Summary- ELA (Page 2)
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The second data table entitled, “Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Annual
Growth by Subgroups,” includes our goals for growth as outlined in the
Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). This table specifies the amount of growth
that each of our subgroups are required to attain annually in order to achieve
for the goal of 2030. This information is shared during our School
Improvement Team summer meeting, as well as, with grade level teachers at
the Opening Meeting when the school year begins. This information is
reviewed and reflected upon by the Literacy Project Team as well as upon by
grade level communities throughout the year, as formative and summative
assessment information is discussed and instructional decisions are made
during PLC meetings. This table identifies the significance of ongoing progress
monitoring of student performance to ensure that incremental subgroup
growth is occurring as indicated in order to achieve academic grade level
expectations in Maryland College and Career Ready Standards.
Table 2: Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Annual Growth by Student
Groups
Snow Hill Elementary School: MCAP Trajectory to 2030
The following tables outline our goals for growth as determined by the Every
Student Succeeds Act (ESSA):
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The third data table entitled, “Student Roster” presents MCAP performance
in ELA that indicates greatest difficulty with Informational Text,
Table Three “Student Roster”
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i-Ready Universal Screening Diagnostic Assessment (Reading)
The i-Ready Diagnostic Data presented in the fourth table entitled, Diagnostic
Report,” collected from October/November 2020 indicates that at the
beginning of the school year, 29% of SHES students are reading on or above
grade level (Tier 1), 51% are one grade below grade level (Tier II), and 20% are
two or more grade levels below (Tier III). 17% of students in grade three are
working within Tier II, 51% of second graders and 78% of first graders are also
working within the Tier II. By strengthening Core Tier I Instruction and
providing targeted instruction and intervention, we will strive to provide
students with avenues to show growth in reading.
Table 4: Diagnostic Report

The I-Ready data displayed in the fifth table, “Diagnostic by Grade Report,”
indicates a trend of similar findings from previous years which indicates that
across grades one through three, students struggle significantly in the areas of
reading with 90% of first grade students at below grade level performance,
followed by 70% of second graders and 49% of third grade students
experiencing the same challenge.
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First Grade:

Table 5: Diagnostic by Grade Report

Second Grade:

Third Grade:

Disaggregated data across subgroups is outlined in the final three ELA data
charts labeled, “Data Reporting Protocol by ESSA Student Groups
Assessment: I-Ready Diagnostic 1 (SHES- ELA).” This information was
compiled from available i-Ready data “Needs Analysis” information and
provides a subgroup-specific performance information breakdown for grades 13 including gender, race/ethnicity, special education, and FARMS student
groups. These charts note that percentages represent “on or above” grade level
performance on the initial i-Ready Universal Diagnostic Assessment
administered early in the 2020-2021 school year. This data is crucial for our
leadership and PLC teams to collaborate in an effort to make informed
instructional decision regarding targeted ELA instruction
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Table 6: Data Reporting ESSA Student Groups
Data Reporting Protocol by ESSA Student Groups Assessment: i-Ready
Diagnostic 1 (ELA)
School: Snow Hill Elementary School – Grade 1(at or above grade level)
Count
Overall- 56
Gender
Male - 34
Female - 22
Ethnicity
American Indian (1)
Asian (2 )
African American (3)- 12
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
(4)
White (5)- 33
Two or More (6)Educational Services
SPED- 11
FARMS- 29

Percentage
6

10%

3
3

8%
13%

NA
NA
1
NA

NA
NA
8%
NA

4
NA

12%
NA

1
3

9%
10%

Data Reporting Protocol by ESSA Student Groups Assessment: i-Ready
Diagnostic 1 (ELA)
School: Snow Hill Elementary School – Grade 2 (on or above grade level)
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Overall - 64
Gender
Male - 40
Female - 34
Ethnicity
American Indian (1)
Asian (2)
African American (3) 19
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
(4)
White (5) 36
Two or Mote (6)
Hispanic (7)
Educational Services
SPED- 6
ELFARMS- 34

Count
18

Percentage
28%
10
9

25%
37%

NA
NA
7
NA

NA
NA
36%
NA

12
NA
NA

33%
NA
NA

NA
NA
11

NA
NA
32%

Data Reporting Protocol by ESSA Student Groups Assessment: i-Ready
Diagnostic 1 (ELA)
School: Snow Hill Elementary School – Grade 3 (on or above grade level)
Overall - 51
Gender
Male - 22
Female - 29
Ethnicity
American Indian (1)
Asian (2)
African American (3) 14
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
(4)
White (5)- 33
Two or Mote (6)
Hispanic (7)
Educational Services
SPEDELFARMS- 29
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Count
26

Percentage
50%
11
15

50%
52%

NA
NA
8
NA

NA
NA
57%
NA

15
NA
NA

45%
NA
NA

NA
NA
12

NA
NA
41%

English Language Arts Reflection:
English Language Arts Growth Areas:
At Snow Hill Elementary School, we strive to offer quality Tier I Core literacy
instruction across all grade levels from Pre-K through third grade. Our initial
step for the 2020-2021 school year is to continue this focus in order to provide
our students with the foundational literacy skills that are essential for
academic success in Maryland College and Career Ready ELA Standards as
well as to inspire a love of lifelong learning. Specific areas for growth for SHES
students are in the areas of Informational Text and Vocabulary. Fortunately,
these are two specific areas of the curriculum that have been enhanced for the
upcoming school year with the Understanding by Design (UbD) units.
English Language Arts Growth Strategies
For the 2020 –2021 school year, Snow Hill Elementary School teachers will
provide Tier 1 ELA instruction using Worcester County Public School’s
Understanding by Design (UbD) literacy units in grades K through three. PLC
opportunities will be offered throughout the school year by the Literacy Coach
to provide teachers with time to work together in grade-level teams in order to
engage in long-range planning. These units are grade level specific, teacher
developed, and continually revised as necessary to address the Maryland
College and Career Ready ELA standards. In addition, formative assessments
are embedded throughout the units to ensure teachers can monitor student
understanding, and the results from these assessments provide rich,
collaborative data-dialogue during literacy PLC’s. During these grade-level,
collaborative Literacy PLC meetings, our Literacy Coach, Reading Resource
Teacher, classroom teachers, and special education teachers will examine data
for trends over time, as well as, identify specific reading and writing standards
that need special instructional focus. In addition, PLC time will be used to
address ways to use data from sources such as MCAP, iReady, Interim results,
SchoolPace, Fundations,100 Book Challenge student logs, Writer’s Workshop
data, OnDemand writing assessments, formative and summative assessments,
and teacher observations in order to create increasingly more personalized
learning opportunities to ensure individual student growth and achievement in
reading and writing.
In order to ensure Snow Hill Elementary School students are receiving the best
possible educational experiences, Literacy Coaches and the Reading Resource
Teacher will collaborate with teachers to plan daily instruction that utilizes
differentiated instruction through the Wilson Fundations Program (grades K-2),
the American Reading Company's 100 Book Challenge (Grades PreK-3), Raising
a Reader (PreK3), flexible grouping, and motivational strategies to engage both
struggling and unmotivated readers. In addition, the literacy coach will work
with teachers to plan and model lessons targeting specific learning needs of
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students demonstrating deceased or minimum growth in reading performance.
In order to provide targeted intervention, Snow Hill Elementary School students
who demonstrate a need for intensive reading instruction will receive the help
they need through American Reading Company’s Intervention Toolkits, which
were procured through an Early Literacy Initiative county-wide grant for K-3rd
grade students. Classroom and Special Education teachers will receive
professional development sessions throughout the school year from an ARC
consultant, some that are dedicated to effectively using the Intervention
ToolKits. Emergency/Red students (students reading two or more grade levels
below) were identified in November using SchoolPace data. The progress of the
students will be discussed during the first Literacy PLC of each month and
data will continue to be collected throughout the school year in order to keep
these students in the forefront of instructional decision-making and planning.
Enrichment opportunities are also abundant throughout our literacy
instruction including opportunities for students to stretch their literacy
muscles through Writers Workshop and 100 Book Challenge.
According to 2019 MCAP data, quality writing instruction continues to be a
special area of need for Snow Hill Elementary Students. Therefore, Literacy
PLCs will include discussions on writing instruction with our Literacy Coach’s
support for teachers across all grades levels to continue to implement Lucy
Calkin’s Writer’s Workshop in an effective and reflective way. Our Literacy
Coach will facilitate professional development though grade level PLCs to
strengthen Tier I literacy instruction, use specific reading and writing
standards to clarify targeted instruction and reflect upon ways to effectively
utilize educational assistants during whole group and differentiated
instruction. In addition, our literacy coach provides coaching with classroom
teachers weekly and will partner with the Title I Specialist to provide
professional development to educational assistants in order to address their
important role in assisting teachers and working with students both during
Tier I instruction, as well as targeted instruction including Writers Workshop,
Fundations and 100 Book Challenge sessions.
Literacy Based Strategies for Parent and Family Engagement:
In order to be truly successful in our goal to provide a quality education for
each and every Snow Hill Elementary School student, our partnership with
parents, families, and community members is key. With support of our literacy
coaches, Reading Resource Teacher, and school-based Title I Specialist, Snow
Hill Elementary School hosts several events to highlight literacy instruction,
curriculum, and foster a love for literacy:
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•
•
•
•

Reading is our SuperPower: 100 Book Kick Off
One School One Book Club Winter, Spring & Summer
One School One Book Author in Residency
African American Read-In

•

Writing Scavenger Hunt in Snow Hill
Progress Monitoring of English Language Arts Growth:

Our Title I funded Literacy Coaches and Reading Resource Teacher will
continue to work directly with classroom and special education teachers in the
progress monitoring of student growth through Professional Learning
Communities (PLCs), ongoing Professional Development, data analysis,
collaborative planning, and co-teaching.
Growth in literacy skills for students in grades one through three will be
monitored three times a year through the i-Ready learning platform. i-Ready is
a Universal Screener that provides an adaptive assessment for students that is
directly aligned to the Common Core Standards. i-Ready data is analyzed
thoroughly during PLCs and Professional Development opportunities as a
predictor of student performance on state assessments, including MCAP. Snow
Hill Elementary School teachers rely on this data, among other data sources, to
form intervention and enrichment groups as part of the RtI process. In
addition, teachers use this data source to identify specific critical areas of need,
or beyond grade level performance, both of which will be addressed through
differentiated instruction opportunities. In addition, i-Ready online instruction
will be available to 10% of our student population as a reading intervention.
Students in grades one through three will be carefully selected by classroom
and special education teachers. Participating in i-Ready Online instruction
provides students with access to personalized learning which is self-paced and
customized based upon each individual student’s performance on the i-Ready
Online Diagnostic. Snow Hill Elementary School teachers will also receive
Professional Development from an i-Ready consultant after the first
administration of the diagnostic in order to use the data to drive instruction in
the most efficient possible ways.
Worcester County Public Schools Interim Assessments are aligned with MCAP
and are administered in an online setting to SHES third grade students. These
assessments are created by an agency outside of our district, and the results
are analyzed during grade level PLC time to evaluate student performance on
grade level Maryland College and Career Ready ELA standards. With the
guidance of the Literacy Coaches and Reading Resource Teacher, teachers use
this data to plan next steps in learning and they develop instructional
groupings of Tier II and Tier III students requiring remediation/intervention.
This data is also used to identify and develop strategies for Tier I students who
demonstrate a need for enrichment opportunities. Due to Covid, these
assessments have not been administered for SY 2020-2021; however third
grade teachers use the MCAP online Reading Practice tests in their instruction
and assessment to prepare students for high stakes testing.
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Continued Growth:
Snow Hill Elementary School’s School Improvement Process is directed by our
Comprehensive Needs Assessment through timely, data-driven instructional
decision-making. Our goals are discussed, reviewed, and implemented through
on-going grade level PLCs, collaborative planning sessions, and School
Improvement Team Meetings. Through these venues, SHES administration,
coaches, classroom and special education teachers are provided with
opportunities to progress monitor student growth through formative and
summative data collection. Parents, family, and community members are
provided with ELA performance data through Parent Advisory Committee (PAC)
Meetings and School Improvement Advisory Committee (SIAC) Meetings and
Parent/Teacher Conferences. Data collection is an ongoing process throughout
the school year and the steps in our Literacy Project Action plan will
continually be reviewed with steps revised as necessary to best meet the
diverse needs of our students.
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